YOU’RE INVITED!

Capstone Design@MINES Showcase

APRIL 25 • 9-11AM
LOCKRIDGE ARENA
MINES CAMPUS

Please join us for the annual Capstone Design@MINES Showcase. This year, over 55 teams will display their year-long, client-driven design projects. In addition to learning from Mines students, you can also meet project sponsors and Mines faculty who have supported our students along the way. Capstone student projects are always inspiring, so don’t miss this opportunity to experience the next generation of engineering innovations. Projects Include:

- CSP Accident Reconstruction Vehicle
- NASA 3D Habitat Challenge
- Everest Trekking Route Toilet
- Bio-Itza Eco-Cottages
- Adapted Fly Fishing System for Quad/Tetra Users
- Multi-Copter Supply Aircraft
- Water Drone - Water Quality & Flow Measurements
- Ultra-Sonic Metals Printer
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